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Payload Status Update
Status of VP9 payload in draft-ietf-payload-vp9-02.
Jonathan Lennox: The draft has expired. There is no intention to let it expire but the authors just need time to update it.

Milestones for EVBR/G.718, iSAC, Bluetooth SBC and MPEG2-TS preamble were not progress for a long time and propose that the milestones for them will be removed. Already asked on the list. No objections from the room.

vc2hq payload in draft-ietf-payload-rtp-vc2hq will start WGLC need reviewers

RTP Payload Format for Non-Interleaved and Interleaved Parity FEC
Mo Zanaty
draft-ietf-payload-flexible-fec-scheme-03

The authors proposed to remove last FEC mask extension bit, covering 108 packets. This was discussed, seems acceptable and the question will also go to the list. Colin Perkins suggested to avoid using same field names in the payload format as in the RTP header.

RTP Payload Format for HTTP Adaptive Streaming presented by Marvin Zhenghui, see draft-wei-payload-has-over-rtp-01.txt

The architecture is discussed in the BroadBand Forum. This is the RTP payload for encapsulating the HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) data into RTP. In the room there was some support for adopting his document as a WG document and create a milestone. Will verify on the list.